Güdel High Performance Angle Gearbox

Product innovations at
WIN
Automation
Güdel presents its new high-performance gearboxes in Istanbul
Langenthal, January 29th 2015.
Güdel will announce two new product
groups at the WIN Automation trade
fair in Turkey. In addition to the high-precision planetary gearboxes NR/SR/PR,
Güdel will also present the new HPG, a
high-performance angle gearbox, to the
global public for the first time in March.
With these two gearbox technologies, a
total of eleven different sizes are available
to customers and further product sizes
will be added shortly.

With the decision to present both gearboxes in Istanbul, Güdel is reinforcing its
commitment to the region. Bülent Dülger,
General Manager of Güdel Turkey, was
delighted. He explained: „This underlines
the significance of this market and our
customers will appreciate this.“ Since it
was established, the Turkish company has
been on the path to success and Güdel
would like to continue this trend with these new gearboxes.

All Güdel gearboxes can be easily upgraded to dynamic gear trains. For this, Güdel recommends a perfectly coordinated
function package to its customers – consisting of a gearbox, rack, and pinion. All
from one source and produced in-house
by Güdel, of course. „This is the only way
to ensure optimal cooperation“, explains
Walter Zulauf, Chief Technology Officer
of the Güdel Group, adding: „It also enables us to cater to special customer-specific requests comprehensively and across
all process steps.“

Güdel High Precision Planetary Gearbox

WIN Automation takes place from 19 to
22 March 2015 in Istanbul and is regarded
as an important international trade fair
for the automotive, hydraulics and pneumatics, electrical engineering, and materials handling sectors. Last year some 800
exhibitors from more than 20 countries
and nearly 80,000 visitors from more than
90 countries met at this trade fair.
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The Güdel Group is a manufacturer of high-precision machine components and provider of
sophisticated automation solutions. Its spectrum of products ranges from linear guideways,
racks, pinions and drives right through to linear axes and gantry robots. Güdel assembles its
products into systems with a high degree of control intelligence and complete plant installations, which can be used in the automotive, tire, metal, rail, intra-logistics, pharmaceutical,
renewable energy, wood, and aerospace industries. Güdel’s technology is characterized by
its innovation, quality and modularity. The Güdel Group has a workforce of approximately
1,100 employees worldwide in over 30 locations. The Group has been owned by the same
family since its foundation more than 60 years ago. The Güdel Group has its headquarters
in Switzerland.
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